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Welcome to the
#billandcoowayoflife
Dear Guest,
Thank you for choosing Bill and Coo Hotels, we are
honored that you have chosen to stay with us and look
forward in providing you with a memorable experience.
The season of 2019 has begun with the best omens.
After a hard but extremely creative winter I am proud
to present you our renovated Bill and Coo Gastronomy
Project restaurant where culinary homemade delights
will satisfy even the most demanding palates.
Beefbar on the Coast in Agios Ioannis, enriched with
a relaxing lounge area and a lunch menu serving
delicious summer dishes, will offer an impeccable
experience by the sea.
On behalf of the entire team of Bill and Coo Hotels, I
extend you a very warm welcome and trust your stay
with us will be both enjoyable and comfortable.
It’s the people of Bill and Coo who will make your
experience truly unforgettable.
Welcome into the #BillAndCooWayOfLife
Theo
WATCH THE VIDEO

THIS EDITION IS ZAPPAR POWERED!
Wherever you see the interactive
icon you’ll be able to unlock a
live experience to enjoy on your
smartphone or tablet.
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The Archaeological
Museum of Mykonos
becomes the place where
history meets today’s art.

THE PALACE AT 4 A.M.
18/5-31/10/19, ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM OF MYKONOS

This exhibition of contemporary art is inspired by the collection of the
Archaeological Museum of Mykonos. It takes its title from an iconic
work by Alberto Giacometti. “The Palace at 4 a.m.” is a small wooden
sculpture he created in 1932 and referred
to archaeological sites such as Delos. The
island’s statues, architectural fragments, vessels
and tombstones collected in the museum
are attributes of a cosmopolitan citizen that
disappeared two millennia ago. Just as Delos
once brought together people from across the
ancient world, “The Palace at 4 a.m.” features
a global roster of 13 artists. Their work is
juxtaposed with the museum’s collection
and additional treasures selected by the
archaeologists of the Ephorate of Antiquities of
Cyclades. Lynda Benglis; Haris Epaminonda;
Simone Fattal; Petrit Halilaj; Ian Law; Maria Loizidou; Daria Martin; Duro Olowu; Zohra Opoku;
Rena Papaspyrou; Stefania Strouza; Barthélémy Toguo and Paloma Varga Weisz participate in the
exhibition.“The commingling of ancient and contemporary exhibits will illustrate how the human
need to impose order on a seemingly unruly universe produced ancient mythological creatures and
sustains the animist beliefs that still dominate systems of belief in Africa, South East Asia and Central
and South America today” said Elina Kountouri, Director of NEON. Moreover, Dr. Demetrios
Athanasoulis, Director of the Ephorate of Antiquities of the Cyclades, announced the will of the
museum to “temporarily incorporate works of contemporary art in order to ultimately redefine the vital
importance of monumental heritage as a constituent element and pillar of modern society”.
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PHOTOS© PANOS KOKKINIAS/COURTESY OF NEON

NEON in collaboration with the Ephorate of
Antiquities of Cyclades presents an exhibition
that “travels” past to the present through
unique pieces of art.

From the “Clarity of Shapes” exhibition

PHOTO: C. COUTAYAR

Ag.Kyriakis sqr. Mykonos Tel. +30 22890 27 320,
Em. Benaki 8 Kifissia Tel. +30 210 62 33 577
Discover more www.minastudio.com
minasdesigns

the season

DIO HORIA
28/6-16/8, DIOHORIA.COM

Boasting Greek
roots and an
international
outlook, the gallery
continues its
summer program
with two unique
exhibitions. The
first one presents
the Spanish artist
Javier Galleja, in
his first solo exhibition in Greece.In
his drawings and paintings, childlike
characters with large, penetrating eyes
are the protagonists in humorous and
often uncanny situations ( June 28July 24). The second is the work of the
visual artist Spyros Aggelopoulos. It
is a tribute to the great storytelling
tradition of Greek shadow-puppet
theatre and americanized popular media. For Aggelopoulos,
pop culture is the mythology of our times, and as such it has
the power to help people understand themselves and their
place in the world.

ANGELO HADJISOTIRIOU RIATSCH
1-10/6, ANGELORIATSCH.COM

The famous painter and sculptor returns
to the Island of the Winds with a new
exhibition inspired by the Aegean, the
ancient civilization of Cyclades and the
white colour of Mykonos.

MYKONOS SURREAL
11-20/6, MUNICIPAL ART GALLERY

The windmills, the women walking in
the alleys, the sunset at Little Venice, the
birth of Venus, the pelican, the taverns
and the sound of the wind are some
of the features in Martin Mugnolo’s
exhibition dedicated to the island.
If you want to see his artistic
interpretation of Mykonos, visit his work
at the Municipal Art Gallery.

Mykonos Biennale 2019
Apathia is the main theme of the Biennale, a notion that includes the pandemic of
indigestion that overcasts humanity, a serenity that is not reminiscent peace, but an
uncomfortable silence, a charged stillness. Time has aged, fashion repeats itself and the
future looks nostalgic. Based on this context, the modules of the festival will showcase the
refusal of understanding and the power to survive through the Treasure Hunt in Delos
Island, the Night of Philosophy, the events in the School of Fine Arts, the Video Graffiti,
the Dramatic Nights, the dance and music performances and the Rite of the Pigéage.
18
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21-24/6, MYKONOSBIENNALE.COM

Excellence is in the details

OFFICIAL RETAILERS

32, matoyianni str., mykonos, t: +30 22890 22797, rousounelos.com
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the ambassador

An Englishman
in Delos

SIR ANTONY GORMLEY IS THE FIRST ARTIST TO EXHIBIT IN
DELOS SINCE THE SACRED ISLAND WAS INHABITED BY HUMANS
OVER 5,000 YEARS AGO. BY IRA SINIGALIA
the

t
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the ambassador

D

Delos, the sacred island of Apollo, in the middle of Aegean,
was in the ancient Greek world a utopia taking into
account that utopias were societies that are supposed to be
in equilibrium because they were capable of perpetuating
themselves indefinitely as Plato described in his Politeia. For
almost four centuries Delos was a place of worship and the
treasury of Delian League founded by Athens in 478 BC. By around
167 BC, it was the largest trade centre in the world and a purificated
land as the Athenians removed all the tombs; birth and death were
prohibited until the sacking of Delos by Mithridates in 88 and 69 BC.
Usually inhabited by just a handful of archaeologists and scientific
researchers, and accessible only by boat, Delos offers perspective.
It emerges in front of our eyes in the middle of the Aegean Sea to
remind us the ephemeral of life and things. But this year remarks,
after a millennia, a new era for the sacred island, as an unprecedented
exhibition on the archaeological site and the Museum of Delos binds
together the history and the art, featuring a dialogue through the
installation of British artist Antony Gormley. Its name is Sight, which
not at all by chance, vividly expresses the artistic work of Gormley who
is an explorer of the human body. A fruit of the collaboration between
the Ephorate of Antiquities of the Cyclades and the Cultural and
Development non profit Organization NEON, Sight features 29 iron
"bodyforms" of Gormley made during the last 20 years - five of them
were commissioned specifically for the Delos installation. The project
was challenging in the sense of the significance of the archaelogical
site, a UNESCO World Heritage Centre. Thus it took 18 months for
the Ephorate of Antiquities of the Cyclades to formulate a plan for
installing the sculptures in a way that would not cause damage to the
archaeology and preserve the safety of the monuments. One sculpture,
for instance, was mounted on a replica of an ancient column. Artificial
stone was added to rocks that now support Gormley’s sculptures,
because “in Delos even the rocks are considered sacred,” Elina
Kountouri, the installation’s co-curator and director of Neon, told to
Helena Smith, in her interview for Guardian.
The work brings the physical presence of modern man into an ancient
place. Gormley reinterprets the function and purpose of sculpture,
transforming the traditional statues and totems of the ancient world that
once adorned public squares, temples and private dwellings into sites
of empathy and imaginative projection. The first connection between
visitors and the work is established before they even set foot on Delos.
Approaching the rugged northwest coast, they catch sight of a silent
and still figure (from Gormley’s series "Another Time," 1999–2013),
standing sentinel on a rocky promontory at the water’s edge. Two
more works from the same series stand on Plakes Peak and on Mount
Kynthos. Further sculptures are integrated with archaeological sites
across the island, from the Stadium to the Theatre district and from the

Sight brings
the physical
presence of
modern man
into an ancient
place
merchant stores to the Museum site. Antony
Gormley spent months in Delos studying the
temples and the sacred enclosures, the horizon
and the topography created by the wind
and the salt. His bodyforms establishing a
connection with our collective memory, and as
the sculptor suggests, “maybe we can connect
with something vital we’ve lost.”
Exhibition dates: until 31 October 2019.
Opening Hours: daily 8:00 - 20:00.
(opening hours may vary depending on the month).

Clockwise left: Antony
Gormley, Sight, at the
archaeological site of Delos
Island, 2019. Chute II, 2018.
Water, 2018, Knot, 2010.
Shift II, 2000. The works
mentioned are part of the
installation Sight in Delos.

ALL PHOTOGRAPHS: ©OAK TAYLOR SMITH/COURTESY NEON & EPHORATE OF ANTIQUITIES OF CYCLADES & THE ARTIST
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the ambassador

The poet of the body
ANTONY GORMLEY, BRITAIN'S HIGHEST
PROFILE SCULPTOR, IS AN EXPLORER
OF THE HUMAN BODY, TRACING ITS
INVISIBLE RELATIONS WITH HUMANITY,
SPACE AND COMMUNITY.

the

t

The
timeline
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Sir Antony Gormley was
born on August 30th in
London UK. He was the
youngest of seven children.

Set off for India and Sri
Lanka for three years where
he studied meditation. In
India he decided to become
an artist.

First major exhibition at
Whitechapel Gallery. It was
the first time that Gormley
used his own body as the basis
for metal casts.

Thanks to his Field Projects,
Gormley won the Turner Prize
considered the highest honour
in the British art world.

The enormous yet
controversial Angel of the
North arises over Gateshead.
The statue is some 20 metres
high with a 54 metre span.

LONDON

INDIA

LONDON

ENGLAND

GATESHEAD UK

1950

1971

1981

1994

1998

BOTTOM RIGHT: BUBBLE TEA STOCK/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

artis

Clockwise left: Antony
Gormley with one of one
of his sculptors. EVENT
HORIZON, 2010, his first
public art project in New
York, surveys Manhattan.
Exposure was inaugurated
in 2010 in Lelystad,
Holland. A blockwork of
BIG BEAMER Series,
featured in CONSTRUCT
exhibition at Sean Kelly
Gallery, New York. LOST
HORIZON I, 2008.
Installation view, White
Cube, London, England

“I've never been interested in making statues. But
I have been interested in asking what is the nature
of the space a human being inhabits" says Sir Antony Gormley in an attemt to explain his consistent exploration of the human body’s relationship
to space. His controversial work has developed the
potential opened up by sculpture since the 1960s
through a critical engagement with both his own
body and those of others in a way that confronts
fundamental questions of where human being
stands in relation to nature and the cosmos. “I
think my interest is to set aside the symbolic, the
representational and the narrative for something
reflective. I’m very keen on context, how this thing
sits on the skyline, becomes a silhouette, a black
hole in space” Gormley comments on a past interview in New Statesment magazine.
Antony Gormley, above all, is the product of a formidable artistic training. He attended a Benedictine boarding school in Yorkshire before reading
archaeology, anthropology and history of art at
Trinity College, Cambridge. After spending three
years in India he returned to London and continued studying art at Goldsmiths College, then the
Slade School of Art. His work has been exhibited
across the world and he has had major solo exhibitions at the Whitechapel, Tate and the Hayward. His popular public sculptures and installations include the monumental Another Place
(1997) in Liverpool, a 100 iron figures facing out
to sea, this work intended to evoke thoughts about
“Western hegemony”, Angel of the North (1998)
in Gateshead, which was being erected thousands
signed a petition demanding a halt to construction, and Event Horizon (2007) in London. He
even created a suite in The Beaumont on Brown
Hart Gardens in England. Christened ROOM,
this dark, mysterious, cave-like space, encourages its occupants to enter a different state of
consciousness, to enjoy at the very least a quiet,
meditative pause.
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short talk

THE DEVOTEES
We reintroduce you eight persons who constantly«anchor» on Mykonos,
on life, on Bill & Coo. Get inspired!
ART

MIRKO MAYER

Mykonos: Pure relaxation
in combination with
business. A condition that is
hard to achieve usually.
Artist: A real artist changes
something in the moment he
creates a work of art.
Bill & Coo: Eggs Benedict
in front of me for breakfast
at the terrace of Bill & Coo,
a light breeze in my face,
a view of the sea over the
little church surrounded by
friendly voices.
PUBLISHED ON BILL & COO
PAPERWORKS, VOL. 5

BUSINESS

NICOLAS GONET

CEO of the Gonet
Group/Switzerland
Mykonos: The image of two
colors, white and blue. Then
comes the feeling of warm
wind and the salty taste of
the sea.
Advice: Work hard!
Bill&Coo: Atmosphere!

DESIGN

PATRICK NORGUET

PUBLISHED ON BILL&COO
PAPERWORKS, ISSUE 5

Industrial designer

Furniture: Yet objects and
furniture are not designed to be
transient or ephemeral. Thus, it
is important for a designer to
create unique products, of great
quality. There always be people
who understand the stories of
shapes and forms, since what is
“beautiful” is able to improve
our lives and our surroundings
considerably.
Bill & Coo: Hospitality, and
in particular Bill & Coo, is
above all a place of tranquility

and excellence; more than a
hotel, it exemplifies the art of
living! It is a place that evokes
a luxurious atmosphere.
Mykonos: Mykonos is a serene
place, and I need this serenity
to design and take the time
to think about new projects. I
love being far from the hustle
and bustle of the city, to remove
myself in order to be immersed
in the creative process.
PUBLISHED ON BILL&COO
PAPERWORKS, ISSUE 8

TOP LEFT: PHOTO LEA CERAMICHE, TOP RIGHT: JOHN DIMOTSIS

Owner of the gallery
Mirko Mayer at
Cologne/Germany

FASHION

BEAUTY

The renowned fashion
designers

Founders of the
renown Valmont
house

DEAN & DAN CATEN
OR DSQUARED2
Fashion: Is our life. It is not a
job, it is our passion. We believe
that style comes from within; it
is an inner expression. It is the
energy that one exudes in the
way he/she dresses.
Mykonos: It is a free island,
because everyone does what he
loves and nobody is judging
anyone else. There is a crazy
energy which is unlike any
other place we have been to.
Bill & Coo: We were
considering having a house on
Mykonos, but we preferred
to stay here, we have all our
comforts. Bill & Coo is our
hideaway.
PUBLISHED ON BILL&COO
PAPERWORKS, ISSUE 6

DIDIER AND
SOPHIE GUILLON

Philosophy: The philosophy
started from a search of
excellence, in terms of
ingredients and formulas
and the latest procedures and
processes inside the formulas.
I would say it has changed
a little bit, to integrate the
research of global emotions and
global experiences, including the
emotions and sharing of visual
beauty, in terms of art. (Sophie)
Bill & Goo: The clients, of
course they want the efficacy,
but they want also to discover
other worlds and it’s why we
like Bill & Coo.(Didier)
PUBLISHED ON BILL&COO
PAPERWORKS, ISSUE 6 & 8

TASTE

TOP LEFT: NIKOLAS SEMITEKOLO, BOTTOM: ADRIEN DASTE

RICCARDO GIRAUDI

Founder of the famous Beefbar chain
Mykonos: I have been coming
here for the last 20 years;
it is a strong and enduring
relationship (…) You feel
liberation and freedom. For
me, it is most probably the best
place on earth.
Bill & Coo: Peaceful!
Beefbar on the Coast: It
is unique. The view, the
size, again the energy. I
like it because it is totally

unexpected to have a meat
restaurant on the sea. But if
you think about it, actually
makes sense, as all the other
places offer the same type of
seafood dishes, and maybe
one day you feel like eating
something different. The only
place I will ever have – a
beef bar.
PUBLISHED ON BILL & COO
PAPERWORKS VOL 7 AND 8
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Game of Thrones

WHEN THE BATTLE DEPENDS ON THE DETAILS, THE BEST WEAPON IS CREATIVITY AND
BRILLIANT ELEMENTS IN THE RESULT.
In your plan to win impressions, you move with small but effective steps, as is needed when
designing and producing a handmade piece of jewellery. A careful selection of materials, detailed
design, colour synthesis and a marriage of the elements. That’s how a VP statement piece of
jewellery is created. It gives its best and wins on points. Based on silver, pick your own symbol of
power and adorn your appearance with the colours and stones that suit you.
VP: 42, Florou Zouganeli Srt. Mykonos Sq.,
30 22890 79363, vp-jewellery.com
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AUDEMARS PIGUET BOUTIQUES
ATHENS: 21 VOUKOURESTIOU STREET |
MYKONOS: CHORA-ENOPLON DINAMEON STREET

AUDEMARSPIGUET.COM | INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY

TO BREAK THE RULES,
YOU MUST FIRST MASTER
THEM.
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Wild child

WHEN SIGNATURE JEWELLERY BECOMES A PART OF YOU,
THEN YOU FEEL THAT LESS IS MORE.
A piece of jewellery can say a lot about its owner, especially if it’s a
masterpiece. “Black Mamba” ring by Minas commandingly circles your
finger, elevating your dynamic presence boasting your wild part of you.
Made from pure silver with an oxidised finish, the body of the ring captures
you with its 18K golden eyes, adding a unique signature on your finger.
MINAS: Aghias Kyriakis Sq., + 30 22890 27320
minasdesigns ∙ minastudio.com
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ALEXANDRA CHARMPALI-WWW.MYKONOSPHOTOSHOOTING.COM

14 Mitropoleos Str., Chora, Mykonos Tel. 22890 77949
karat.mykonos

objects of desire

Unfolding its grandeur
WHEN YOU LOOK AT A SANTOS, YOU ARE STARING AT A STAR FOR MULTIPLE REASONS,
A SUCCESS OF CARTIER.

Well designed, well equipped and well executed, Cartier gave this iconic shape a slightly sportier touch
and some nice details, such as a clever strap/bracelet system and a new dial. The new gradient blue version
completes its summery ambience and its overall update, more in line with modern expectations. The case,
still square-shaped, with 8 screws on the bezel, is slightly reinforced to have more presence. The bracelet,
part of the design of the watch, is also better integrated featuring several clever devices. Deeply Cartier in
style, this new version has embraced the brand’s vision of a luxury sports watch.
ROUSOUNELOS: 32 Matoyianni Str., +30 22890 22797, rousounelos.com
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objects of desire

The third eye
WHEN YOU HAVE A FLAIR FOR ASTONISHING DESIGNS AND
A NATURAL FEELING FOR PRECIOUS STONES, THEN YOUR
INTUITION LEADS YOU TO WONDERFUL JEWELLERY.
What makes the difference in the world of original and elegant
jewellery? It’s a talent for unpretentious luxury, that element that
connects the precious stones and pearls with a spectacular result that’s
beyond imagination, but also doesn’t abandon its earthly origin. It’s
the feeling that it belongs to the visible world, but ends being part
of a dream that becomes a reality that can be touched. This is the
world of the Van Cleef company, making the grandeur of nature and
inspiration soar.
For VAN CLEEF & ARPELS BOUTIQUES worldwide,
go to vancleefarpels.com

Perlée couleurs
transformable long
coral
necklace yellow gold
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Perfect balance

WHEN IT COMES TO JEWELLERY, CREATIVITY AND BRILLIANT ELEMENTS TAKE CENTER STAGE.
“Peristeriones”, the brand new conceptual collection by Fotis Poniros is a revelation of artistry and design.
Cycladic Bird Houses, Peristerionas, is the greek word for Dovecotes, the artistic pigeon houses, geometrically
decorated, dated back on the 18th and 19th centuries in the Cycladic islands. This is the inspiration behind
“Peristeriones” by Poniros high jewellery house that dates back three generations of precious creations
internationally acknowledged. And the result is pieces of art made of 18kt white gold with white diamonds that
are exquisitely crafted, intriguing, bold and utterly feminine.
PONIROS MYKONOS Down Town, Agia Anna, +30 22890 78545 MYKONOS Grand Hotel & Resort
SANTORINI Fira, Goldstreet, +30 22860 25165 SANTORINI Oia, +30 22860 72260
poniros.com
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Just hooked up

SOME MAY CALL IT LOVE FROM FIRST SIGHT, OTHERS THEIR PRECIOUS. IN ANY CASE, THE
ROYAL OAK OFFSHORE MAKES A WINNING FIRST IMPRESSION.
When you have set the standard for future trends in 1993 with a truly groundbreaking style for largesized watches, your next steps should be promising as well. A watch that is utterly faithful to the spirit of
the original. The new 37 mm version for women features a typically convention-defying mix of 18-carat
pink gold case, diamond set bezel and grey rubber strap. Silver-toned dial with “Lady Tapisserie” pattern,
grey ruthenium-toned counters, grey ruthenium-toned external zone, pink gold applied hour-markers
and Royal Oak hands with luminescent coating. Powered by the natural movements of your wrist, it
features glareproofed sapphire crystal, 18-carat pink gold pushpieces and screw-locked crown. And just
like that, you are hooked up.
AUDEMARS PIGUET BOUTIQUE: 12B B. Zorzi & Enoplon Dinameon Str.,
+30 2289306726, audemarspiguet.com
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D.S. GOLD
J E W E L L E R Y
St. Anna, 84600 Mykonos, Greece
Tel.: +30 22890 25251, Fax: +30 22890 26882, Mob.: +30 6944 527362, e-mail: sahasgold@yahoo.gr

www.sahasgold.com
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Cinderella’s step

THERE ARE STEPS THAT MOVE YOU FORWARD AND OTHERS THAT PUT YOUR SIGNATURE
ON EVERY APPEARANCE. THE LATTER ARE MADE BY CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN.
The party starts, the dances come one after the other and you’re ready to join. There’s only one
thing missing from your “transformation” and that’s the fabulous shoe. This time it won’t be glass,
but something even more impressive. Honouring technology and the fashion trends, it will have a
plastic base and will be colourfully decorated, giving a summer vibe to your outfit. So, Cinderella
ends up in Mykonos dancing to the rhythms of elegance after midnight.
ENNY MONACO: Tria Pigadia, +30 2289 077100
ennymonacostyle.com
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Nesting luxury
WHEN NATURE CREATES ART THROUGH PRECIOUS STONES

A small but intense flash arises from a fissure. A work of art emerges with impressive
stones and an exquisite colour, symbolising romanticism and femininity. Charm is worn
on the finger broadcasting self-confidence. Irregularly shaped sapphires and white
diamonds on the outside perimeter signify the elegance that nature balances and projects
on its own. An intricate construction from Karat, that condenses in a ring the beauty, the
seductiveness and wonder that it will produce when you see it.
KARAT: 14 Mitropoleos Str., Chora, Mykonos, +30 22890 77949
karat.mykonos
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You’ve got the power
WITH SILVER, GOLD AND RUBIES, YOUR OWN MEDUSA GIVES ANOTHER
DIMENSION TO THE POWER OF YOUR APPEARANCE.

A contemporary version of Medusa, would have her be captivating with her seductive
looks. But we could also imagine an opposite role in the narrow alleys of the island, were
she walks as an ethereal presence. Exuberant and stylish, unique like a handmade jewel
from Harry Jwls. A symbol of dynamism and uniqueness, she creates your own summer
“myth” and becomes part of your most impressive appearances.
HARRY JWLS: 11 Agiou Gerasimou Str. Mykonos
+30 22890 27837 • harryjwls.com
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Talk of the town

WHEN A CONVERSATION REVEALS THE BIGGEST SECRETS AND THE MOST VALUABLE INFORMATION
A meeting, two cups, a conversation. And when the subject turns to you, a shop where anyone can find a
treasure for their home or favourite place, then you know you’re a locus of decoration on the island. During
the conversation, there’ll be mention of the beautiful idols, the well-designed decorations, the candlesticks,
the imaginative lucky charms, the stylish pillows and the lights. And so the conversations ends, only for
something even more interesting to start: a visit to Chora, to see these treasures up close.
CHORA ART HOME & DESIGN:
43, Florou Zouganeli Str (Pano Matogianni), +30 22890 79363
Main road to Ano mera (Agios Taxiarchis), +30 22890 71107
mykonos-chora.com
46
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Mykonos Calling

IT IS TIME TO INDULGE IN THE COASTAL LIFE THAT THE ISLAND OF THE WINDS HAS TO OFFER
YOU. THE CLOCK IS TICKING!
Following the unique character of Mykonos, Bomberg has created a timepiece out of the beaten track
of traditional watchmaking. Thanks to the company’s unconventional codes, spirit and identity,
the special model features the pelican, the well-known island’s mascot and the characteristic blue
and white colors of the Cyclades. The timepiece proudly bears the “Swiss Made” label and
the advantage to be one of its exclusivities. It’s Mykonos’ time!
KESKESSARIS-ORA KESSARIS: 58 Mat. Andronikou Str. (Matogianni), +30 22890 22880,
Nammos Village Psarou, +30 22890 22376
kessaris.gr
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welcome
Clockwise from top right:

VANGELIS PATERAKIS

Ntinos Foteinakis,
Executive Chef
George Lyras,
Bill and Coo Coast Suites
Hotel Manager
Christina Plithara,
Bill & Coo Suites and
Lounge Hotel Manager
Evangelos Lapatas,
F&B Director
Konstantinos
Mavrogiannis,
General Manager
Maria Tsiligiri,
Executive Assistant

Feel like home
EAGER TO PLEASE YOUR NEEDS AND DREAMS, THE EXPERIENCED AND FRIENDLY TEAM WILL MAKE YOU
FEEL LIKE HOME WELCOMING YOU INTO ITS FAMILY.
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haute gastronomie

THE PLACE
TO DINE FOR
The persistence of BILL & Coo Hotels on high quality and gastronomic evolution
creates a destination within their destination.
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For this thrilling expression
of Greek cuisine craft plays
out in an enchanting
surrounding by BILL
& COO SUITES and
LOUNGE pool deck.
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haute gastronomie

“I enjoy
introducing
our customers
to new taste
sensations”
52

tive
creafood
sea

Octopus
orange blossom,
couscous, greek spices
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Each plate
has its story
and it is the
local produce
that takes
center stage

Red Mullet
broad beans, black garlic,
hazelnut, pepper sauce

At the heart

of BILL & Coo Gastronomy Project lies
a passion for cuisine, a desire to create
an imaginative culinary experience that
fuses inspiration taken from conventional
Greek recipes with modern innovation.
Each plate at this unique restaurant has
its story and it is the local produce, before
the chef, who takes center stage.
The Mediterranean cuisine of the Executive Chef Ntinos Fotinakis
brings together traditional Greek recipes and modernity, high
expectations and respect for the fresh local product. “I enjoy
introducing our customers to new taste sensations and exploring more
unusual cooking methods, to create dishes that are rich in flavour and
evoke memories”, says the chef and this is what actually is reflected
on every dish. It is the combination of his 15-year experience and
unique knowledge in the art of eating along with the high quality
54

and standards of Bill & Coo that results
in the finest Greek nouvelle cuisine with a
subtle French flair on the plates. Bill & Coo’s
philosophy includes the passion and the
love for good food, the perception of what
high gastronomy means, giving the chefs the
ability to create.
Its Gastronomy Project serves that purpose
with Executive Chef Ntinos Fotinakis
making that vision a gastronomic reality.
“My goal is that through my flavours,
memories will awake from the aromas and
the more simple, homely but substantive
tastes” he declares.
In this excellent experience, you should
add the extraordinary desserts, the most
suitable dining epilogue. To complete the
picture, this thrilling expression of Greek
cuisine craft plays out in an enchanting
surrounding by BILL & COO SUITES
and LOUNGE pool deck. Prepare yourself
for an extraordinary Mediterranean culinary
adventure at BILL & COO Gas-tronomy
Project, one of the most sought-after
reservations-only Mykonos fine dining
restau-rants, accessible to both BILL &
COO and public guests.

The view of the restaurant
and the cellar with an
essential wine list maintain
a delicious dialog with
the 5star hotel fine dining
options.
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Pursuing
perfection

VANGELIS PATERAKIS

AFTER A SUCCESSFULL JOURNEY IN NAMMOS AND PRINCIPOTE, GEORGE
PAPAGEORGIOU LANDS IN BEEF BAR ON THE COAST IN MYKONOS WHERE HE WILL WORK
TO EXPAND THE EXPERIENCE OF THIS UNIQUE SPOT INTO NEW LEVELS.
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He is

It makes sense
to see how
each chef
interprets the
flavors of each
place
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VANGELIS PATERAKIS, CHRISTOS DRAZOS

cosmopolitan,
professional,
passionate. George
Papageorgiou shares
with us his vision for
Beef Bar on the Coast.
What means to you the Beef bar project?
I feel very excited about this new project.
And I say new because although Beef Bar has
already been in the island for two years now,
it’s the first time that will incorporate the
Greek spirit and some dishes that will expand
the experience into new levels.
What is your vision for the Mykonian Beef
bar?
As I said, I want it not only to be successful,
which it is, but also relevant for the island
and the customers who want to enjoy a fuller
experience. Having travel around the globe,
I firmly believe that international brands
that open shops in different countries and
places, must adjust their concept to the local
feeling. It makes sense, and it’s much more
interesting, to see how each chef interprets
the spirit and the flavors of each place.
How difficult is to undertake a project like
this?
It’s difficult allright, mostly because it must
be done perfectly and with full respect both
to the Beef Bar brand and to Mykonos. But
I’ve never been affright in my life of pursuing
perfection.

The newly renovated outdoor
space of Beefbar on the Coast
serves as the ideal setting
for tasting the menu's raw
dishes and mini burgers.
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We are going
to introduce
a new, lunch
menu with
dishes based
on fresh fish
Beef bar's main assets mostly are...
The universal acceptance of the brand’s statue, the ultimate quality of
the products we use and the eye for all details.
The first new ideas to get them of the ground?
We are going to introduce a new, lunch menu with dishes based on
fresh fish signed and delivered by our awarded chef Ntinos Fotinakis.
And we’ll take it from there.
Are there any professional values you have in common with Ntinos?
We are both seeking perfection, we are both team players and we both
value deeply our customers.
What is the very first thing you do when you start your day in Beef
Bar?
I take a deep breath gazing in this amazing view. Then, I thank the
universe for being able to live and work in this magic scenery.
Mykonos sits on the top of high-end destinations globally. Why?
I’ve been working in Mykonos more than twenty years now and I
know their success story is a combination of natural beauty, magical
energy and clever, hard working people with goals and vision.
You work on the island for over 20 years. What Mykonos taught
you?
Mykonos is my happy place and the home of my soul. It’s a place I fell
in love with instantly and that changed me forever.
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They are both thrilled for
the Beefbar project, as the
chain's unique restaurant is
on their hands. Be ready to
taste it's new menu that will
be shared between meat and
fish creations.

THE TEAM
PLAYERS

VANGELIS PATERAKIS, CHRISTOS DRAZOS

Ntinos Fotinakis and George
Papageorgiou join their forces in a
promising collaboration.
What do you admire in G. Papageorgiou?
Ntinos Fotinakis: The calmness he projects,
the professionalism and his ability to find
solutions for difficult issues.
What do you think will be the strong points
in your collaboration?
Ntinos Fotinakis: I think the many years of
experience we both have, each in his field,
will be our strong point.
How will you balance the addition of fish
dishes to the menu of Beefbar on the coast?
Ntinos Fotinakis: The fish menu is mainly
served during the lunch hour, while the
Beefbar menu is mainly served during supper,
but without one excluding the other. I believe
we’ve achieved a balance in this way.
What do you admire in Ntinos Foteinakis?
George Papageorgiou: His creation and
his inventiveness. The way he inspires his
colleagues and boosts their self-confidence.
What kind of change will your joining
forces bring?
George Papageorgiou: I expect a successful
and pleasant collaboration, where the quality
food and high srtandards services will offer
unforgettable experiences to all our visitors.
What does a collaboration like this mean
to you?
George Papageorgiou: It is definitely something
that interests me very much. We count only
a few days together and I believe that it is
an important step in both our professional
course.
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the way it was

MYKONOS 1955-1957:

WISH YOU WERE HERE
This gorgeously photographed compilation of Robert McCabe, together
with his narrative, oﬀers a window into how the Greek island of Mykonos
looked before it became a popular tourist destination.

A French couple pause to
take a photograph in front
of the mill of Yeronymo on a
windy day. Little Venice is
spread out below.

M

“My first visit to Mykonos was in the summer of 1955.
From the vantage point of those days on that magical quiet
island with one 12 passenger bus and a plethora of donkeys
it was absolutely inconceivable what would happen over the
ensuing 60 years. On the day I arrived there were some 15
visitors on the island. In 2018 on a typical summer day the
island expects between 120,000 and 140,000 visitors.
So in 1955 here was a small exceptionally beautiful island with its one
small aforementioned bus, little electricity, no cars, no motorbikes, no
running water, no tractors, no TV, no internet, no airport, no dock, and
essentially no tourists. But artists and writers had already identified
Mykonos as a special place some decades before my first visit. There were
many reasons for this. One was the beauty of the architecture of Chora
and its extraordinary setting directly on the sea. Most Choras -island main
villages- are built in the hills hidden from view from the sea so pirates
wouldn’t get interested. But the Mykonians -either audaciously unafraid of
pirates or (excuse me) because they were among the pirates- built directly
on the sea - some houses so close that a captain could disembark directly
into his living room. There were other unique attractions too: the warmth
and hospitality of its people -still so strong today. And the beaches, with
unusually fine sand for the Aegean. And the proximity to Delos, a unique
and important archaeological site. And the unspoiled landscape with its
spectacular rock formations and its generations of hard-won terracing,
created to expand and maintain a family’s agricultural resources.
Mykonos was like an independent island principality, with its own
culture, its own dances, songs, poetry, cuisine, textiles, architecture, even
language. All of this had evolved and been carefully honed over a period
of thousands of years, through wars, occupations, drought, and other
calamities. You cannot underestimate the isolation of these Aegean islands
in the age of sail and how unique and distinctive cultures evolved there.
It is not an exaggeration to say that life in Mykonos has changed more
in these past 60 years than it did in the prior 3000 years. It was a place
with limited agricultural potential, little water, good fishing, and very little
in the way of natural resources. It represented in a way an undisturbed
example of a very carefully polished self sufficient Aegean civilization.
It was living in equilibrium with its land, water, and sea resources,
supplemented with revenue from exports and caique trading, and
remittances from seamen and emigrants. How incredibly lucky I was to
see it in those days when it was still just on the threshold of such dramatic
change.
A few hours after I arrived I wrote a letter to my parents in New York and
dispatched it at the post office, I told them I had found the most beautiful
place on earth and even if they came directly from the United States on a
ship with the shades drawn and saw nothing else either coming or going
that it would be worthwhile to come and see just Mykonos. I know this
must sound made up today but it is true. If you don’t believe me I will try
to find the letter. I had visited many Aegean islands the prior summer, so

1963. ARCHAIA THERA. CREDIT CHARLES MCCABE
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WHO IS WHO
Robert McCabe was born
in Chicago in 1934. His
first visit to Greece was in
1954. With his Rolleiflex
he was able to capture a
Greece that was on the
threshold of dramatic
change. He has published
14 books of photographs,
mostly about Greece, but
also covering the Ramble
in Central Park, China,
Antarctica, and Havana.
Last year he published
Chronography, a collection
of his early photos of Greece’s
antiquities, honoring the
180th anniversary of the
Archaeological Society at
Athens. An exhibition
of these photos will be
on display at the Society
through year end 2019.
The book is available
in bookstores in Greece
and from Amazon. This
year two new books were
published. His Mykonos:
Portrait of a Vanished
Era was released in Greek
and English by Patakis
Editions and Abbeville
Press. The two firms also
published The Last Monk
of the Strofades: Memories
from an Unknown Greek
Island. The Greek edition
sold out but the English is
available. His current book
projects include Santorini,
Patmos, the Saronic Gulf,
and Kasos. The Greek
Consulate in Boston hosts
a permanent exhibition of
his early images of Greece.
mccabephotos.com

I was in a position to calibrate Mykonos against
other islands.
This year Mykonos is expecting two million
visitors. One senses there’s been a huge
explosion - an explosion of houses, of cars, of
tour buses, of motorbikes, of villas, of roads,
of people from all over the universe. That
incredible magnificent little village by the sea
has become a huge shopping center on the
sea, with virtually every retailer you can name
present. But where is the bakery, where are the
blacksmiths, where are the caiques, and the
donkeys? Outside of Chora the landscape is
dense with villas. This is progress of its own sort,
and the economist in us applauds the enormous
economic success of the island, the envy of its
Aegean neighbors.
History is repeating itself. Delos had been a
great and renowned international commercial
center in antiquity. Mykonos has today taken
up the mantle of its tiny ancient neighbor.
The island has reinvented itself as a happy,
fashionable place for people to shop, vacation,
party, dine, relax by the sea (in €100 lounge
beds with an umbrella). They shop surrounded
by some of the most beautiful architecture
in the world. Yet we know in our hearts that
something has been lost.
In the period after the war people had already
started to move out of the Aegean islands,
seeking work on the mainland or abroad.
Houses were sometimes abandoned when
families emigrated. So development and
tourism have saved some island villages from
decay and abandonment, and they have given
employment to the local population and kept
them in place. That has been good. Mykonos
has been saved beyond anyone’s ability to

Dimitra Fatourou and her
niece Kikki Messenezi. They
are near the Messenezi
house close to the church
of the Virgin in the
Alefkandra district of
Chora.
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I was struck
by the beauty
of the place—
a Chora right
on the sea.
imagine. It has been saved beyond recognition.
Chora was a place in 1955 that had evolved for the pleasure, economic
viability, convenience and edification of its inhabitants. This beautiful
place was not built like a new fake ‘Paris’ or ‘Venice’ in Las Vegas to lure
tourists. It was conceived and executed by and for its own inhabitants, for
its working people, for its mothers, for the elderly as well as its children. The
mills were for milling. The streets were narrow and complex for protection.
The churches were the objects of faith, of hope, of salvation at sea. It was an
authentic and admirable civilization, perfect in its way to serve its residents.
In the 1950s you took only real ships to Mykonos, often very old ships.
The sea-going high speed buses of today did not exist. You could smell the
sea and feel it. You transitioned to shore not as part of a horde emerging
from a dark cavernous garage but by leaping into a bobbing tender and
gripping a gunwale for dear life as the meltemi’s wild sea spray hit your
face. Who could have guessed that tenders would soon be replaced by
docks and docks would soon be replaced by ferry ports and that airports
would be built and a huge cruise ship harbor would be constructed and
that the island would become a super prime tourist and second home
destination for Greece and even for the world.
What happened to the caiques, those magnificent wooden boats that
flourished in Mykonos and whose roots went back millennia? You
will see them in these photographs but you will not see them on the
island anymore. They were a source of wealth, providing trade and
transportation. They were the link with other island civilizations in the
Aegean. What happened? Well the EU decided they should be destroyed!
Anyone who has witnessed the destruction of a beautiful handmade
caique constructed lovingly by family craftsmen in the Greek islands has
to feel they are witnessing an assassination.
When I look at my photographs today, I feel like an archaeologist might
feel when she or he has uncovered some carefully wrought object from
the past that illuminates the history and mores and life and ethos of a
long ago era. The photos feel to me like precious relics. Our goal for this
book is to offer a record of just a few years in the history of Mykonos - but
extraordinarily important years because they were the years when the island
still maintained its ancient culture and traditions and economy. They were
the years just before tourism changed the face of the island forever.
I heard on that late July day in 1955 there was a festival at a monastery

Clockwise from left.
Delos. The view from Mt.
Kynthos. Delos is barely over
a square mile in area, but
in antiquity was considered
a sacred place and over a
period of many centuries it
was an important religious
and commercial center. First
evidence of habituation dates
from the 3rd millennium BC.
In Greek mythology it is the
place where Leto gave birth to
Apollo and Artemis.
Deck Class on the Despina.
The ship was a regular
visitor to Mykonos and
was affectionately know as
“Despinaki” which means
“Little Despina”. It was owned
by the Foustanos family. Deck
Class was fine when the wind
and seas were calm, but when
the winds rose it was a
very different scene as
passengers tried to avoid the
sea spray and find a solid
hand hold.
A group of fishermen, perhaps
from Chalkida, unload their
nets in the early morning on
the beach of the Kampanis
quay, where they will be
dried and repaired. The long
building on the right on the
hillside is the Leto hotel, which
had been completed just three
years earlier. On the left is
the Archaeological Museum,
a neoclassical building built
originally in 1902 in order
to house the finds from the
“Purification Pit” of 5th
century BC, which was
discovered in 1898 on the islet
of Rheneia.
The sailor steadies himself
with one hand as a slightly
apprehensive young girl
reaches to the man in the
tender. In rough seas these
hand offs were an adventure
for all parties.
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Clockwise from left.
Antonis Kousathanas makes
a delivery of water in Chora.
Before the introduction of these
carts, water was delivered
from pairs of buckets carried on
each end of a pole that fit on a
man’s shoulders.
Boarding for Delos. Two
caiques left for Delos every
morning, returning midday.
Visitors were full of enthusiasm
for the adventure as they
departed but often came back
exhausted from hours in the
sun and from climbing Mt.
Kynthos.
The pantopoleion, or general
goods store, of Dimitras
Daktylidis. The fruit is from
Mykonos. On the left is
Nicholas Nazos and on the
right Anastasis Xidakis.
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outside of the main town. It was in fact at the monastery of Saint
Panteleimon in Marathi but for years I thought it was in Ano Mera.
The only explanation I can offer is that perhaps instead of walking to
Marathi I took a bus, and that bus might have been labeled “Ano Mera
Monastery”- as was in fact the bus of the period. The roll of film I took is
one of my favorites. You will see most of the 12 exposures in this book.
We know that inspiration is an important ingredient of photography. In
this case there was double inspiration: a saint’s name day festival and a
baptism wrapped into one. There was an added ingredient as well, a liquid
ingredient. The priest and host for the occasion was Vassilis Athimaritis,
an exceptionally kind and hospitable man, and he was determined to make
me feel at home (I was the only foreigner present, although mysteriously
the monastery was flying an American flag when I arrived.) Father Vassilis
was continuously handing me full glasses of wine! Luck was also a factor
that day. I often think that if I had had 8 models for a day and took 1,000
exposures, I would not have captured the dancers. It was the only shot of
dancing from the roll. It is one of my favorite photographs.
I have returned to Mykonos many times over the past 60 years to attend
weddings, to see our friend George Derpapas, and to show visitors to
Greece around the island. George Derpapas was a great artist, a great
windsurfer, a great friend, and a true lover of the island. Mykonos with
its strong and sometimes violent winds was the natural habitat for his

exceptional strength and skill with a windsurfer.
I have watched him windsurfing when an
anemometer was reading 50 knots per hour, and
this was before the use of harnesses! Once on an
exceptionally windy day George ventured out
into the straits between Mykonos and Tinos.
A cruise ship actually stopped to “rescue” him.
Instead of being grateful George in his typical
style shouted that they were blocking his wind
and to get out of the way!
The wonderful thing about photography is
that it provides a true historic document of a
scene or activity and at the same time offers the
photographer an opportunity to present some
interesting or artistic elements in a surprising
or fresh way. I thought I would be returning
for the rest of my life to photograph from new
angles this undisturbed place. I was wrong
and unfortunately, I didn’t bring enough film
those early years to really do my job properly,
given the impending change. I am especially
disappointed that I did not photograph more

A French tourist
photographs a merchant
with his donkey, configured
for carrying cargo. On the
left is the coffee shop of
Nikita Gryparis. The corner
building with the two doors
is the coffee shop of Andrea
Gryparis. To the right of
the stairs is the barber shop
of Petros Arapis, and on
the far right a third coffee
shop, of Giori Kioukas. All
have been replaced today by
tourist enterprises.

Clockwise from left.
The whitewasher Yannis
“O Erotas” at work in Chora.
A piece of goat skin with the
hair in place was attached to
a pole and used as the brush.
Whitewashing was under
taken at least once a year,
usually at Easter time.
Chora. Alleys and streets
in Mykonos are distributed
according to the direction
and exposure of the winds.
Different heights of houses,
ledges and various shapes
and types of yards were
not made by coincidence or
merely for aesthetic reasons.
The door on the right was
the blacksmith shop of
Yannis Gryblas. There were
two other blacksmith’s shops
on the street, which leads
to Saint Gerasimos church.
One was owned by Leondis
Kalergis and the other by
Dimitri Kousathanas.

The Myrtidiotissa was
a legendary steamer to
Mykonos. The tenders were
of course originally all oar
driven, but later motorized
tenders, and even sheltered
tenders, came into use.
A sheltered tender was
particularly welcome in
Mykonos because the Old
Harbor is so open to the
Meltemi winds.
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Clockwise from left.
Saint Panteleimon
Monastery. Michalis
Rabias on the santouri.
The young woman is
Argyro Kypraiou. It
appears they are dancing
the kalamatianos, a
popular folk dance.
“Panigyria”, the religious
festivals in Mykonos,
are still among the most
vibrant in the Aegean.
Many of the customs and
traditions of Mykonos
have been preserved
despite the massive tourism
development.
Saint Panteleimon
Monastery. Gioris Grymplas
plays the violin while his son
Nikolakis strums the laouto,
a string instrument of the
lute family found in Greece
and Cyprus.

Saint Panteleimon
Monastery. The priest is
Vasilis Athimaritis; the
lady with the cigarette is
Elli Polimeropoulou, the
god mother, and the lady
between her and the priest
is Katie Koumarianou.
On the priest’s right in the
camera view is Aikaterini
Georgouli. The boy baptised
is shown in part on the
right, George Tsitas.
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I wrote a letter
to my parents
in New York. I
told them I had
found the most
beautiful place
on earth

The twin church of Saint
Barbara, (door on left behind
the cypress tree), and Saint
Fanourios, door on right. On
the left behind the tree (now
gone) is the chapel of Saint
George and the Three Wells.
Legend has it that if a girl
offered a man water from the
middle well he would ask her
to marry him. The dress of the
young women points to their
coming from the countryside,
perhaps with farm produce
for the market.

of the architecture and landscape of the island
before retail signage and villa construction
changed their character. It is sad that this
year’s two million visitors cannot have the
experience of Mykonos in 1955, the experience
of an ancient authentic Aegean civilization.
Fortunately we have Chora with its architecture
fundamentally intact. This is a treasure of
incalculable value. If these photos can help a
visitor or a grandchild of the island relive or
imagine some small aspect of the island’s earlier
life I will be happy”.

ROBERT A. McCABE

MYKONOS 1955-1957:
PORTRAIT OF A VANISHED ERA
First edition: Patakis Publications, 2018
(English edition: Abbeville Press, 2019)
This gorgeously photographed
compilation offers a window
into how the Greek island
of Mykonos looked before
it became a popular tourist
destinations. In more than
80 photos taken between
1955 and 1957, National
Geographic photographer
McCabe shows villagers
riding donkeys rather than the
now ubiquitous motorbikes
and towns with nary a
power line. There are several
enchanting photos capturing
daily life on the island’s
people, among them a woman
hanging her laundry to dry
at Saint Anna’s beach, a man
selling fresh figs, and children

fishing at the Old Port.
McCabe also includes
photographs illustrating
the island’s festival culture,
depicting children lighting
candles in a monastery
on a saint’s feast day, a
group of people dancing the
kalamatianos folk dance, and a
man playing the tsambourina,
the Mykonos version of
bagpipes. McCabe’s captions
provide fascinating facts about
Mykonos (“The man in the
black hat looking down is... the
town crier. Before loudspeakers,
telephones and email, he
would go through Chora
announcing important news”)
and encourage viewers to look
closely at the details (“They are
eating from aluminum plates
on a tablecloth of newspapers”).
This is a wonderful visual
tribute to a bygone era in
Greek culture. (Mar.).

verba manent

Words of
fame
MYKONOS AND DELOS BECAME SOURCES OF INSPIRATION
FOR PAINTERS, PHILOSOPHERS AND ARTISTS. THEIR WORDS
MOTIVATE AND ACTIVATE.

“Monte Carlo,
eat your
heart out!”
Dimitris Chorn,
renowned Greek actor (during
his f irst visit to the island)

“NOW I KNOW
I HAVEN’T MADE
ANYTHING
WORTHWHILE.”
LE CORBUSIER, ARCHITECT.
HE SAID THIS AT THE BEGINNING OF 1930 WHEN HE
SAW CHORA. HE LATER MADE AMENDS WITH THE
CONSTRUCTION OF THE FAMOUS CHURCH OF THE
VIRGIN IN RONCHAMP, WHICH CONTAINS CYCLADIC
INFLUENCES.

“We, who are in
greater need, in
greater poverty for
poetic thoughts, we
need, perhaps, to pay
a visit to the island of
the islands, if only in
order to set on its way
the intimation that
we have cherished for
a long time.”
Martin Heidegger,
German philosopher
(Sojourns)

“MY SOUL
IS OFTEN AN
ALLEYWAY ON
MYKONOS AS IT
BEGINS TO GET
DARK… ”
NIKOS
ENGONOPOULOS,
POET AND PAINTER,
PIONEER OF
SURREALISM IN GREECE.
EXCERPT FROM THE
POEM SINBAD THE
SAILOR

MYKONOS IS A MIRACLE!
A MIRACLE!
JERUSALEM, MYKONOS
AND MOSCOW!
THESE ARE THE THREE
CITIES WHICH HAVE
SURPRISED ME.
NIKOS KAZANTZAKIS,
THE WRITER
OF LEGENDARY ZORBA, THE GREEK

“The greatest part of the
Inhabitants are Pyrats,
and this place is a great
Staple for their prey: Here
they keep their Wives,
Children, and Mistresses,
the greatest part of the
Town seems to consist of
Women; who deservedly
have a greater reputation
for Beauty than Chastity;
The Men being most of
them abroad, seeking their
Fortune”.
George Wheler, English
explorer (remarks when visited
Mykonos in 1675)
A STRANGE
SADNESS SO
SIMILAR TO EROTIC
SORROW WHEN
I SEE DELOS
AND CYNTHUS
DISAPPEAR LITTLE
BY LITTLE BEHIND
RHENIA. FOR THE
FIRST TIME I SEE
A LAND THAT I
LOVE VANISH WITH A PAINFUL FEELING
THAT PERHAPS I WILL NOT SEE IT AGAIN
BEFORE I DIE.
ALBERT CAMUS, FRENCH WRITER (NOTES)
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DRIVE ME SANDY
WHEN IT COMES TO COASTAL LIFE, MYKONOS CANNOT HELP IT BUT OFFER MANY CHOICES. FROM LIVELY BEACHES TO THE
MOST SECLUDED ONES, IT HAS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE.
AGHIOS IOANNIS
Protected from both northerly
and southerly winds, the beach
is divided in two by some gentle
rocks and boasts the stunning sunset featured in the 1989 film, Shirley
Valentine. Among the beach’s strong points is
the interesting seabed towards the right, ideal for
snorkeling, the very fine pebbles that are perfect
for natural reflexology and for barefoot luxury
lovers. For such an experience visit the Beefbar on
the Coast in Mykonos (mykonos.beefbar.com)

ELIA
A lot of people prefer Elia as the best beach on the
island, ideal for water sports and for families. Visit
her to discover it yourself! Do not forget that it
is one of the bigger sandy beaches on the island
and that it keeps a bohemian feeling. It is better to
visit it on days with a north wind for calm waters.

LIA
Lia is the last of the southern beaches that you
can go by car. A small bay with deep crystal waters protected from the strong northerly winds
which is ideal for snorkeling. This is the alternative preferred by celebrities who arrive by
boat. Get ready for a more secluded experience,
walk over the rocks to reach the neighboring
Tigani beach. But before that, have a look at
Liasti beach bar (liasti.com)

AGHIA ANNA (KALAFATIS)
Drive a bit further past Kalafatis or walk a few
minutes to find the somewhat hidden little beach.
With clean, emerald waters and sand that continues
some distance into the sea, the beach is embraced
by ancient Divounia, which act as wind breakers
for its calm and velvet sandy beach. Experience the
farm-to-table Greek Island cuisine served at the
Nesaea restaurant with the philosophy of Nice n’
Easy restaurants (niceneasy.gr) or have a romantic
dinner at Spilia Seaside (spiliarestaurant.gr).
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AGHIOS STEFANOS
This is ideal beach for those
who wish to avoid high society,
admire the magnificent views of
the Small Delos islands and enjoy a
magical sunset with the locals. If you feel
like adventurous, keep driving towards the protected Houlakia beach. Swim to the small cove behind
the rocky shoreline and benefit from this idyllic
location despite the strong winds.

PANORMOS
The more lively beach of Mykonos, remains a
quiet corner. This ex hippy and nudist haunt is
reminiscent of old Mykonos, while it has a wild
beauty with its colours changing throughout the
day. Don’t miss the August full moon party here;
an unforgettable experience. Or the chance to
spend a day at the Principote nestled
on the breathtaking beachfront
(principote.com)

PSAROU
It has been experiencing glory days since
the 1980s, setting the
summer’s trends and
defining the concept of luxury living
on Mykonos. It boasts
warm waters even from
the early spring. The road is
quite narrow with sharp turns
and requires attention. You will come
here to see and be-seen. If you have some time to
enter the design world of Nammos Village with
the Christian Louboutin Pop Up Store, the Kessaris store and many more luxury fashion arrivals.

ORNOS
The island’s most popular family beach attracts
all types of tourists, Greek families and quite a
few locals. The natural barrier created by the set-

tlement’s houses blocks the strong north wind
which often pounds the island, while the south
wind does not affect the sea since the bay, while
large, is closed and protected. Ornos’ long sandy
beach has numerous restaurants and café-bars
with tables all the way to the sand. Experience the
first and only Buddha Bar Beach at Santa Marina
Resort & Villas (santamarina.gr).

PARAGA
It is the first beach on the island to open and the
last to close, since its favorable orientation guarantees warm days from May to October. There is
easy parking at both entrances: from Aghia Anna
and just before Paradise. Taste the traditional
tastes at Tasos taverna (+30 22890 23002) and the
bohemian style of Scorpios enjoying its vibes until
the night hours (scorpiosmykonos.com)

MEGALI AMMOS
Free of umbrellas and sun
loungers, the beach is
ideal for a quick dip for
those who want to keep
within a safe distance
from the Chora. Accessible even on foot,
the golden beach with
fine sand and northerly
winds is also a great place
for windsurfing. And a
luxurious stay with high dining. Dive in the unique pool of
Bill & Coo Suites & Lounge and taste
the dishes of the Bill& Coo Gastronomy Project
(bill-coo-hotel.com).

KALO LIVADI
In the southern eastern part of the island, there
is one of the best organized beaches with a
strong cosmopolitan feel, that covers every entertainment and taste expectation on a long
blonde sandy beach with green-blue clear water,

Diving from Rhenia
having Delos as your
background.
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abundant umbrellas, sunbeds and watersports.
Experience the new way of entertainment in the
Blue Marlin Ibiza Mykonos nestled in the new
Hotel Aegon Mykonos (aegonmykonos.com)

SUPER PARADISE

AGHIOS SOSTIS
No make-up, bars, shops, tourist enterprises or sunbeds. With
wonderful deep blue water, it favors snorkeling fans. Here you will
see celebrity and anonymous nudists,
as well as locals. Best from May to mid-July and
then in September; avoid the August meltemi
winds which make conditions unwelcoming. You
could go by your own vehicle or by taxi.

Throughout the years, Super Paradise has made
its name a synonym to party on Mykonos. A
landmark holiday destination, “Super” has nurtured generations with frenzied parties and neverending fun. Access by car is good, while
the last incline before the parking
is difficult. Have fun with exhilarating beats and fusion
or exotic delicacies until
late at night. The perfect setting is Jackie O’
Clockwise from top:
Beach Club & ResJackie O’ Beach Club &
taurant (jackieobeach.
Restaurant, Rhenia, Nesaea
com).
restaurant, Korfos, Psarou,

AGHIA ANNA
(PARAGA)

Scorpios

Aghia Anna still maintains, to a degree, the image
of a quiet, family beach, functioning as a discharging point from its two
noisy neighbors. The beach faces southwest and
gets the sun until late, offering the opportunity
for long-term sunbathing before or after enjoying
the authentic recipes of Nikolas taverna (nikolastaverna.com) or the delicious sea food mezes of
Sardelaki (+30 211 4021195). Get ready for the
frenziest dancing at SantAnna (+30 6956 762847,
santannamykonos.com) and taste the dishes of
Pinky Beach (+30 22890 28497, 6971675868).

PARADISE
It is among the first of the island’s hot spots
to strongly support the nudist dogma. Numerous beach bars are lined on the beach, inspiring people to get up and dance. The beach is
also accessible by sea on small boats (caiques)
which depart from Ornos and Platis Gialos.
The nights at Cavo Paradiso with a dazzling
dj programme are enjoyable. (cavoparadiso.gr)

FOKOS & MYRSINI
Fokos still remains an untouched treasure, as
buses don’t reach this beach, with shallow green
water and thick sand. Picturesque and calm
with the island’s coldest waters, it is located
right after the artificial lake of Marathi and
is quite seriously affected by the north winds.
Myrsini is the next beach with crystal-clear
green waters. Another small, sandy gem that
calms you, with its natural tranquility and its
blue horizon.

KAPARI
A western beach that is worth
visiting late in the afternoon. A ten-minute walk
from Aghios Ioannis
and you will arrive at
one of the island’s last
havens. Nudists and
old Mykonos devotees
gather here daily, while
the concept of organization is completely absent. Dive into the sea from
the smooth rocks at the end
of the beach and seek your privacy.

AGRARI
On the south side of the island, Agrari introduce
its charm and calmness. It has sun loungers and
water sports and can also be accessed
by small boats from Platis Gialos. The beach’s right-hand
side, by the rocks, is ideal
for diving and playing
games in the clear
blue water. Taste
local appetizers
and share traditional recipes at
noon at Agrari
Beach Restaurant
(agraribeach.gr)

HOULAKIA

who get there. There’s four
unique and isolated beaches
with golden-white sand and
crystal clear waters with bluegreen colour on the island: Glyfada, Stena, Lia and Ambelia. Make
a small beach hopping around them.

FTELIA
Ftelia is divided into two by a rock formation
that reaches the sea. Starting from Chora, take a
right turn at the crossroads to discover the ideal
surfing destination and admire a performance
offered by the virtuoso surfers. When it is not
windy, the landscape is reminiscent of a lagoon
and the beach is frequented by a number of locals and artists. Dance, drinks and good tastes
await for you at Ftelia (fteliabeachclub.com).

KALAFATIS
This is one of the island’s biggest beaches and
even when crowded, it offers a sense of space
which is ideal for families. Sports lovers would
not change it for the world; you can try everything from jet skiing and banana boat rides, to
parachuting and diving. The sand is quite pebbly, while there are many trees for natural shade.
Get ready for a diving lesson by world record
holder Waldemar Foit at his W-Diving school
(mykonos-diving.com)

PLATIS GIALOS
Protected from the winds
and beautiful albeit
packed, Platis Gialos
is fairly developed.
Its big plus is its
sporty character
and the plethora
of restaurants
and hotels that
line the beach.
Do not miss out
on the opportunity
to learn how to water ski on its calm waters. Taste your skills with
jet ski exercises in the afternoon avoiding the very hot hours
(mykonoswatersports.gr).

Meet the
untouched
marine
beauties

A beautiful beach with
golden sands and emerald
waters, only 4 km north of
the capital. It’s a protected beach of
natural beauty, divided in two parts. The left combines a small cove with a small beach. The right
side is full of big round multicoloured pebbles.
Get ready to feel a sweet seclusion and a bit of
“The Blue Lagoon” feeling.

RHENIA
The best way to visit the Rhenia is by boat.
Hidden caves and virgin beaches await those

KORFOS
Just 2,5 km from Chora, at Korfos beach, you
encounter intense winds that create the most adventurous waves, the perfect setting for kitesurfing. If you haven’t done that before, try it under
the guidance of the instructors of Kite Mykonos
(kitemykonos.com).
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GLAM HUNTERS
Discover one of a kind pieces at the most desirable addresses on Mykonos.
AL GIGA SHOWROOM
Welcome to the Greek designers’ spot on
the island. Find the new dresses by Liana
Camba, the fresh men’s designs by Dante
and items by the GARÇONS SAUVAGE
collection exclusively here.
Get your bohemian vibes, have your snake
skin outfit and your summer kimonos to
be stylish all day. And don’t forget to have
a look at the new backpack -check out the
python one- and the Athena bag in Aegean
blue, available exclusively here as well.
6 Sotiros Str., +30 2289 306730

AUDEMARS PIGUET BOUTIQUE
The Audemars Piguet boutique on the
island reflects the international mindset of
the company, that’s based on its cultural
heritage, as well as its good taste and the
Cycladic feeling.
The boutique offers a wide range of men
and women’s watches of the top brand, as
well as a pleasant environment, so as for
the customers to enjoy more their time
and choices.
Berni Zorzi & 12B Enoplon Dinameon Str., Mykonos, +30
22893 06726, audemarspiguet.com

CHORA ART HOME & DESIGN
The awarded for its interior design shop with
special home and decoration items captures
the eye and your interest when it comes to
the renewal of your space. Decorate your
walls with unique pieces that lead you to a
different dimension. Maximum of intensity
with the minimum of means. It is this, that
leads the artists to give to painting a character
of even greater barrenness.
And it is the same power that leads you to
adorn your space with artistic objects, as well
as a variety of elegant furniture, dining items,
mirrors, handmade lucky charms and of
course paintings.
Aghios Taxiarchis, +30 22890 71107, 6973 492324 & 43

Florou Zouganeli Str., +30 22890 79363, mykonoschora.gr
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Clockwise from top:
Chora Art Home & Design,
Audemars Piguet Boutique
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CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN POP UP STORE
The object of desire for every woman, a pair of Christian Louboutin shoes,
has found its own place on the Island of the Winds, in one of the most
cosmopolitan spots, Nammos Village with a unique installation on the
roof. The new venture of Enny Monaco is already a magnet for the brand’s
devotees and all those who want to see the new, fabulous models, with
the inspired designer’s seal. The characteristic red of his shoes, remains
the trademark of his designs. Check out the specially designed Christian
Louboutin bag for Mykonos. Nammos Village, 2 Arch Str., +30 22890 27724

DIMITRIS DASSIOS
Having started to present his collections in private shows in 2005, the
Greek designer has immediately met recognition as his catwalks became
legendary. The fashion world has accepted him as one of the most
intellectual and avant-garde fashion designers of Greece and so does
Mykonos when he opened his boutique on the island presenting his talent
to its international travelers and devotees. Met his new collection inspired
by a safari and bohemian adventure. 30 Kalogera Str., +30 22890 29056

D.S. GOLD JEWELLERY
In this store, jewellery is a family affair. For more than two decades,
the owners design and make high quality jewellery, which are suitable
for all tastes and budgets. Knowhow, specialisation and aesthetics meet
with the precious materials in a jewellery shop that has something for
everyone. What will you choose?
Aghia Anna, Chora, +30 22890 25251, sahasgold.com

ENNY MONACO
Let’s talk about colours, vivid prints, sensational designs and premium
quality. In other words, let’s talk about your next visit to Enny Monaco.
Have a glance at the new Anjuna swimwear, the Gianvito Rossi heels,
the elegant hats by Eugenia Kim, the wonderful Christian Louboutin’s
limited Portugaba bags, the absolute summery mimi Liberté SS19
collection and the modern version of the traditional kaftan by Afroditi
Hera. Take your time, there are even more stylish choices for you to
make the greatest impression on the island.
Tria Pigadia, +30 22890 77100, ennymonaco.com

GANT
It’s not an accident that they’re adored and have traveled to many
countries. They’re distinguished for their quality and endurance, the
result of the right choice of materials and the science team of the parent
company. They come in a great variety of colours and are ideal for all
hours. There’s a lot of advantages, but you can add one more. Inside the
Mykonos shop, you’ll find great offers and new models.
Kouzi Georgouli Str., +30 22890 28004

GEORGIOS & CO
Here, everything has been revolving around handmade jewellery for
thirty years. The sun, the sea, the sand, the ancient Greek tradition
of Mykonos and Delos, are the sources of inspiration of the great
designer Giorgio, who serves jewel making loyally and consistently
and has loyal fans of his creations from all over the world. Elegant
masterpieces from silver, gold and precious stones, become temptations
for every visitor of the Mykonos shop.
Mykonos waterfront, +30 22890 22097
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Clockwise from left:
Jardin of Mykonos,
Christian Louboutin
Pop Up Store, D.S. Gold
Jewellery, Enny Monaco,
Georgios & Co.

HARRY JWLS
As you walk through the door of Harry Jwls,
you immediately realize that the inspiration
is the actual everyday life of this store.
Handmade items, unique and impressive,
always inspired by Mykonos and its “free
spirit” philosophy: the Aegean turquoise, the
white houses, the red sunset sky, the openness
to new ideas. Everything that enchants us
on the island, you can wear it, in the form of
the most bohemian necklaces and bracelets
made from semiprecious stones. This year’s
highlights is the unique Ancient Cultures
series made exclusively in one piece design.
11 Aghiou Gerasimou Str. & 28 Florou Zouganeli Str., +30
22890 27837

JARDIN OF MYKONOS
It redefines elegance and style being a reference
point in the heart of island’s fashion scene with
unique exclusive creations. Exquisite dresses and
coverups that will have you looking effortlessly
stylish on the beach and on the island. Jardin
Resortwear Bohemian Concept Store, offers
a highly curated selection of handcrafted
creations by Greek designers and many other,
all over the world. Handmade leather sandals,
cotton jumpsuits, linen items, colourful T-shirts
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with luxury, handmade jewellery by young as well as established Greek
designers, made with silver and gold, impressively merging the traditional
with the modern. Exceptional and unique jewels handmade by Greek
artists, displayed in a stunning turquoise and cream colored space!
14 Mitropoleos Str., +30 22890 77949.

KESSARIS - ORA KESSARIS
The art of jewelry has kept its rendez-vous with haute horlogerie
in one mythical place: at Kessaris in Chora for decades. Now,
this excellent connection can also be found at the new store in
Nammos Village. Here you can highlight yourself with exquisite
Kessaris creations and you can also admire the creations of the firms
BVLGARI, De Grisogono, Loree Rodkin, Aaron Basha, Pippo Perez,
Roberto Demeglio, Rolex, A.Lange&Sohne, Harry Winston, Richard
Mille, Panerai, IWC, Jaeger-LeCoultre, Zenith, Tudor, Longines,
Tissot, Tag Heuer, U-Boat, GaGa Milano, Omega and Wintex, as well
as the finest office supplies and watch accessories.

and tops, ethnic kaftans, boho dresses and
accessories, statement earrings, blouses made
of lace and many more.Definitely, Jardin -The
Garden-, is the store that offers eclectic fashion
experience for day-to-night outfits and unique
swimwear creations. In Jardin, get set.. to Jet
Set! 23 Mitropoleos Str., +30 22890 27451

KARAT MYKONOS
With the motto “Jewellery for the soul”, the
alternative fine jewellery boutique in the heart
of Mykonos downtown makes its statement
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Kessaris Mykonos: 58 Mat. Andronikou Str., +30 22890 22880, Kessaris in Nammos Village
Psarou, +30 22890 22376, kessaris.gr

MARIKA’S BOUTIQUE

Clockwise from left:
Karat Mykonos, Marika’s
Boutique, Kessaris-Ora
Kessaris

A love at first sight, a shop that will make you join the island style. Cotton
linen and silk dresses at their best expressions made by Join Clothes will
definitely satisfy your cravings and you will find them exclusively here. You
can choose from accessories, caftans beachwear and selected menswear
all inspired by the island’s breeze, while Marika’s team will make your
shopping a unique experience. 39 Kouzi Georgouli Str., +30 22890 22285

MY
KONOS
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MINAS
If the island was a jewel, it would have been a
masterpiece created by Minas, the most famous
jewelry designer on Mykonos. From the Jolly
Roger and the Girl from Rio, to the double star
every design by the talented Minas is, literally, a
small work of art. And do not forget, the creative
items and decorative pieces which add another
artistic touch at home or as a gift to a loved one.
Fortunately, his sons seem to have inherited his
talent - which means that the shop that looks
like a gallery, is expected to be a reference point
on the island, for many years to come. Aghias
Kyriakis Sq., + 30 22890 27320, shop.minastudio.com

PONIROS
Perfectly situated at the entrance to Mykonos
town, the Poniros boutique is a stone’s throw
away from the islands most emblematic
shopping district. Friendly and relaxed, the
boutique is resplendent with modernist
detailing and the jewellery creations by Fotis
Poniros will undoubtedly captivate and
seduce you. Meet here the characteristic The
Windmills, Thalassa and the Volcanic Flower
collections. Aghia Anna, +30 22890 78545 & Mykonos
Grand, Aghios Ioannis, +30 22890 79696
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From top:
Minas, Poniros

Transfers-Sightseeing Tours-Daytrips

www.superior-air.gr
12, Minoas St., Megara, Greece
P.O. BOX 147, Zip Code 19100
Tel.:

+30 2296 772018
+30 2296 080255
Fax:
+30 2296 021185
E-mail: info@superior-air.gr
sales@superior-air.gr
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ROUSOUNELOS
Want to see the new Rolex and Cartier
collections? You have no choice but to come
to Rousounelos shop. Here visitors come
to Mykonos, loyal fans of luxury, to see
the collections of their favourite watches.
The hospitable shop also exposes more
world-class treasures, such as Vacheron
Constantin, Audemars Piguet, Patek
Philippe, Breitling, Tudor and TechnoMarine.
For two generations the Rousounelos family
of Mykonos has proudly served as the
official representative for such prestigious
watchmakers.
32 Matoyianni Str., +30 22890 22797, rousounelos.com

VP JEWELLERY
Exquisite male and female jewelry, handmade
pieces, which are defined by plain but
impressive forms, reflect the glow of gold
and silver adorned with precious and semiprecious stones under the signature of VP
Jewellery; a signature with an expertise dated
back in 1936.
42 Florou Zouganeli Str., +30 22890 79363
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From top:
VP Jewellery, Rousounelos

Brand new fleet Luxury and special vehicles Vehicles Villa Delivery
Complimentary Valet Parking in Town 24 H Assistance

T +30 22890 72280 M +30 6980 50 8000 www.icar.gr

premium services

GOLD TREATMENT
ICAR MYKONOS CAR RENTAL

MYKONOS YACHTING

Having gained valuable experience though the
years in demanding customer service and the
provision of high standard vehicles and cars in
Mykonos, the ICAR luxury car rental offers a
wide range of car models and car sizes for fulfilling all customer needs. ICAR is the leading
luxury car rental Greece operating for more than
25 years in Mykonos market. It is distinguished
for its quality and value, while the average age of
the cars is below 6 months, which are constantly
maintained and always checked, making ICAR
a top choice. Airport Road, +30 22890 72280, icar.gr

With more than 20 years of expertise, the company leads a high-quality
fleet and offers personalized services to all customers. The experienced and
qualified personnel guarantees the best of service in a 24/7 basis, as well as
high safety and security standards. At this very moment Mykonos Yachting
owns 9 yachts and the personnel will be next to you before your trip and
throughout your cruise to make sure everything runs smoothly and seamlessly. Do not forget the glassbottom cruises: Having as a starting point Platis Gialos Port, you will cruise very close to the famous beaches of Paraga,
Paradise, Super Paradise, Agrari, Elia, Kalo Livadi, Aghia Anna, Kalafatis,
Lia and Fragkia. Platis Gialos, +30 22890 28660, mykonosyachting.gr

L’O YACHTING
Currently in our 8th year, the L’o Yachting team
has excelled in sharing its passion for the yachting world, its insatiable thirst for life, and the
discovery of new hideaways. With most of its
fleet based in Mykonos, it awaits to greet guests
on board, where one soon enough explores, experiences, and becomes one with an incredible
fairytale setting of unprecedented natural beauty,
leaving behind the stress of every day routine.
L’o Yachting provides an exclusive charter experience in one of the world’s finest holiday
destinations, the Cyclades shaping its fleet with
the intention of providing a variety of yachts of
different sizes and styles. Evaggelistraki, +30 22890
28317, 6932526292, 6948743946, loyachting.com
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REVITHIS & PARTNERS
With a direct and close relationship with its clients, the Revithis &
Partners group, has managed to win their trust, offering dedication and
high quality services. Involved with real estate since 1989, the group
holds a leading position in its sector, having a large selection of luxury
villas, apartments, lots and shops in its portfolio. With professional
management and of course technical knowhow, Revithis & Partners
will find your dream house and the right real estate for your personal
space. Drafaki, +30 22890 26066, revithis.com

SUPERIOR AIR
Have you dreamed of an air travel while having your holidays on
Mykonos? Now, you can actually live it thanks to Superior Air, the first
helicopter charter company who has part of its fleet based on Mykonos.
Whether you want to visit Santorini, Koufonisia or Patmos, Superior
Air can get you there in 20-40 minutes. Experiences and dreams should
not be limited and Superior Air is here to make island hopping a wonderful trip. +30 22967 72018, superior-air.gr

At your service!
From seeking properties
and enjoy private cruises to
winning the impressions,
Mykonos is the island
that has it all -and offers
everything in the best
quality and professionalism.
Left: Revithis & Partners.
Right: The Faneromeni
traditional caique of L’o
Yachting.
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PLATE...GROUND
A little bit of creativity, a dash of tradition and fine ingredients make the best
tastes that you can savour on the island.
BAKALÒ
Next to a traditional well is located a patio
that fills you with a sense of recognizable
peace, a delicious heaven you want to share
with a select few. Even when full of visitors,
the restaurant’s warm, homey atmosphere
gives the impression that the kitchen creates
dishes bursting with the flavours and aromas
of Greece, such as grilled squid stuffed with
spinach rice and tarama vinaigrette. Just like
dinner on your veranda at home.

Mykonian spot, a value for money restaurant which offers modern
Greek cuisine with a twist. The Turkey burger with Martini sauce
showcases its surprising menu. At the same time, more classic dishes
are also its assets, such as the mushroom risotto and seafood pasta.
And for the ending apple pie.

Goumenio Sq., +30 22890 26705

CATARI
Its retro patio has become a reference point for all fans of authentic
Neapolitan pizza, the one with the extremely thin crust and delicious
toppings, homemade pastas and fresh fish. Groups of friends gather at
this old town house that boasts impressive retro tiles, home to the only
“Authentic Italian Restaurant” on Mykonos, as certified by the Italian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Lakka, +30 22890 78121, bakalo.gr

BEEFBAR ON THE COAST IN MYKONOS
Beefbar breaks tradition with the rigid codes
of high end steakhouses. Riccardo Giraudi
envisioned a destination for discerning
carnivores with a modern feel. The concept
works on contrasts: unpretentious food
yet extremely high quality products. The
architecture is both sober & luxurious.
These are the general characteristics, but
Beefbar on the Coast in Mykonos also breaks
tradition with all the other Beefbars, as it is
the only located next to the sea. So unique,
so different, so Beefbar on the Coast in
Mykonos.

Aghia Anna, Chora, +30 22890 78571, catari.gr

I FRATI
Clockwise from left: The
view from Bill & Coo
Gastronomy Project, the
new arrival of I Frati,
a Bakalo dish, a Beefbar
on the Coast creation,
Busulas’ garden, the faces
behind Catari.

With a stunning view of Delos across the sea, enjoy your
breakfast along with a fresh brewed espresso in the new
Italian spot that pays tribute to pizzas, risotto, pasta and great
desserts. Taste also the delicacies from the mozzarella bar and
the meat dishes for extra doses of Italian tastes. For the ending, have a
Pasqualini coffee.
Ano Mylos, +30 22890 26524, fratimykonos.com

Aghios Ioannis, +30 6956600169, 22890 77865, mykonos.
beefbar.com

BILL & COO GASTRONOMY PROJECT
Here, in this wonderful, cosmopolitan space
with the divine view of the ocean, where
all the senses soar, flavour is one of the
restaurant’s greatest advantages. Aromas,
smells and flavours that marry East and West,
through the inspired recipes of chef Ntinos
Fotinakis, based always on the Greek, organic
products of the beloved island.
Bill & Coo Suites & Lounge, Megali Ammos, +30 22890
26292, bill-coo-hotel.com

BUSULAS
The chef and owner Manolis
Litinas opened last year his
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dining pleasures
KOURSAROS
In a pirate setting, in Chora, near Little Venice,
the simple yet imposing restaurant, takes you
on a journey with its design, atmosphere and
particularly with its special flavours. Specialising
in fish and seafood, the famous restaurant has
devoted followers, that never pass a chance to
check in. And for those that love Asian flavours,
here they’ll find their hangout!
Meletopoulos Sq., +30 22890 78140

MAIZEVELO
A restaurant different than all the rest. Why?
Because here, the environment has the feeling
of a Sunday family gathering and mother’s food.

TAITTINGER
Trinity Wines inaugurates its new
exclusive partnership with the historic
House of Taittinger Champagne, which
begins with the presentation of Brut
Réserve, Prestige Rosé and Comtes de
Champagne Blanc de Vlancs to the
Greek wine audience. The historic
House is devoted to make every
moment of your life a special one.
Now make the picture of you having
the unique taste of these premium
champagnes while admiring the
view from the Bill & Coo Lounge
Bar. The perfect scenery to savour
the aromas, the intensity and
elegance of a Taittinger Champagne.
Bill & Coo Suites & Lounge, Megali Ammos,
+30 22890 26292, bill-coo-hotel.com
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Clockwise from left:
Maizevelo’s tables, the
Oti Apomeine’s tray full of
delicacies, a Sale e Pepe’s
creation, Koursaros’s
design, Remezzo’s open
air space.

Fragrant authentic Mykonian meatballs, baked chicken, veal with red sauce,
giouvarlakia and also, not to be missed, minced meat roll with egg and the
divine kapama veal with zucchini. Maivezelo’s tradition is going strong and
also does home deliveries! Vougli, +30 22893 00932

OTI APOMEINE
A totally relaxing and calm environment, that takes you back to the
good old days and the authentic tavernas. The passion for traditional
Mediterranean cuisine and the fresh ingredients, produce an excellent result
and dishes that make the senses soar. The zucchini balls, the salads, the spicy
cheese spread, the pittas, but particularly the roasts and especially the piglet,
are famous for decades. Before you leave, try the spoon sweets, with the
amazing aromas of local fruits. Ano Mera, +30 22890 71534, otiapomeine.gr

REMEZZO
If you’re a demanding connoisseur that’s interested in clean, authentic
flavours, ethnic food and an up-to-date international wine list, then
Remezzo with its refreshed menu is your only choice. In a unique space with
an expansive view of the Aegean blue, the restaurant has been the meeting
point of many visitors for decades, who naturally remain loyal devotees. Its
cuisine is influenced by the culture of many countries, with a focus on fresh
seafood. For those who love meat or are vegetarian, the chef will surprise
them with his choice recipes. Can you think of a better way to enjoy a sunset
in Mykonos? Polikandrioti Str., +30 22890 25700, remezzo-mykonos.com

SALE E PEPE
The restaurant has associated itself with Mykonos, bringing Italian
cuisine even closer to the Island of the Winds. Its story has been infinitely
flavourful, since the first day it opened for business on the island, becoming
a delicious myth. The restaurant’s idyllic space will bestow to you
unforgettable gastronomic events and intense Mediterranean flavours. The
beloved Sale e Pepe is inspired by Italian tradition and composes unique
recipes of organic ingredients and fresh aromatic herbs that will impress you.
There’s also a special space with a romantic view for your private gatherings.
34 Artakinou Str., +30 22890 24207
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nightlife

LA NUIT JOYEUSE
ASTRA
It welcomes you to its 32nd summer proving its classic presence in time
and style. Its history has been written in its consistent characteristics,
and in its famous guests, such as the rock legend Keith Richards and
Monaco’s young royalty Andrea Casiraghi. And it is still receiving great
success with its hip music, the rock influences, the special events and
fashion evenings which attract among others, Greek and foreign showbiz personalities.
Chora, +30 22890 24767, astra-mykonos.com

BEEFBAR ON THE COAST IN MYKONOS
Boasting a select wine and champagne list from Greece, France, Italy
and Germany, the renovated Beefbar is your destination for quality
drinks and a night full of music and entertainment. Apart from the
classic cocktails, what about a BeefBar Sunrise, a Peruvian Soul or a
Fallen Star cocktail? Wait, there’s more; you can make your personalized cocktail here. All you need to do is let the mixologists know your
favourite flavours and they will design your own cocktail.
Aghios Ioannis, +30 6956600169, 22890 77865, mykonos.beefbar.com

BILL & COO LOUNGE BAR

TOP: CHRISTOS DRAZOS

Blend the energy of summer with mouth teasing flavors and quench
your thirst with exotic tastes in extraterrestrial scenery. The light and refreshing signature cocktails of Bill & Coo Lounge Bar are served within
a stylish, cosmopolitan yet unpretentious and relaxed ambience by the
pool. Bill & Coo Lounge Bar prepares an array of cocktails and light

Clockwise from left: Bill
& Coo Lounge bar is the
spot for an early and a
very late drink, preparing
the most imaginative
cocktails at Beefbar on the
Coat in Mykonos, the new
atmospheric Garden Of
Mykonos, party mood at
Cavo Paradiso, enjoy the
sunset from the terrace of
Remezzo
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snacks, perfect for those Mykonian sunsets
with a stunning sea view.

Bill & Coo Suites & Lounge, Megali Ammos, +30 22890
26292, bill-coo-hotel.com

CAVO PARADISO
World famous for its parties, the most celebrated club in Greece attracts thousands of
people to the island every summer that will
come to enjoy some of the greatest DJ sets in
the music industry, while all party fans wait
impatiently for its full moon party in August.
Whenever you may visit it, there is always a
good reason to celebrate a night full of music
and dance. Note that you can choose its new
space upstairs to organize your special event.
Paradise, day phone: +30 22890 27205, club phone: +30

22890 27205, reservations of the day: +30 6948504989,
cavoparadiso.gr

REMEZZO
Boasting new spectacular events, it welcomes
you to a great Greek dinner under the sunset and to the party which always comes next.
Then head at the historical restaurant and
cocktail bar and make your own unforgettable memories in its renovated and exquisite
scenery totally in white. This is a place for the
art of entertainment offering special guest DJs
and parties for over 170 people in a magnificent spot with stunning views. So, make sure
that you will be part of Remezzo’s legendary
nights. Polikandrioti Str., Chora, remezzo-mykonos.com

TOP: CHRISTOS DRAZOS

THE GARDEN OF MYKONOS
This aesthetic place previously belonged to
the famous Yehudi Menuhin, one of the most
talented violinists of 20th century, whose passion and vision for life marked his work and
way of life. Based on this philosophy, this bar
welcomes you to enjoy every moment on the
island. Sit back and savour the tranquil surroundings and breathtaking sunsets while tasting delicious cocktails with fresh Greek herbs
and flowers, or trying the award-winning wines
and selected spirits. Despotika, +30 6932545616
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AMAZING GREEKS
Full of dreams, dedicated to a vision and faithful to tradition. Meet the faces that
bring past to a very promising future.
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Xylouris White
THE ETHNIC BAND

ANDREA LEONARDI, BEN+SEARCY

With roots in the past that bloom in the present, the popular band
went international taking traditional Cretan music to the ends of
the world. “Goats”, the debut album of the two musicians, whose
friendship goes 30 years back, was released in 2014, followed
by “Black Peak” in 2016 and “Mother”, which was released in
early 2018 through Bella Union records and produced by Guy
Picciotto. Their music has been characterised, among others, as
“Cretan Punk”, and brings together jazz, rock and Cretan tradition
in a multicultural mix of ever-expanding horizons. Xylouris is
known and loved by Cretans and Greeks at home and abroad
and has been playing professionally from age 12. If the talents
of singer and lute player George Xylouris seem otherworldly,
even god-given, it is hardly surprising. One of the best-loved
artists on Crete, the largest and most populous of the Greek
islands, Xylouris is a member of a clan long-regarded throughout
Greece as musical royalty. Jim White is an Australian drummer
known and loved throughout the world as the drummer of Dirty
Three, Venom P Stinger and now Xylouris White. Having first
commanded international attention in the mid-1990s with the
acclaimed Australian instrumental trio Dirty Three, the New
York-based virtuoso is now the go-to guy for alt-A-list vocalists
with collaboration in mind. For the last six years these two men
have been performing as Xylouris White, the culmination of 25
years of friendship forged through music
and place. The two musicians first met in
WHO IS WHO
The duet is made up by
Melbourne in 1990, when Xylouris was
popular lute player Giorgos
touring with his father, Antonis Xylouris,
Xylouris, aka Psarogiorgis, son
and became friends. White first played
of Psarantonis and nephew
of the legend Nikos Xylouris,
with Xylouris' family band in Australia
and Australian drum virtuoso
in 2009. They began recording and
Jim White of the Dirty Three.
performing regularly in public together in
They are currently on tour
until November 2019.
New York City in late 2013.
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Elena
Zournatzi

THE GREEK MYTHS DESIGNER
The first time she visited Santorini she was 8 years
old. The otherworldly landscape with the black
beaches, the deep blue waters, and the traditional
island houses -kastelia- were meant to leave
their mark onto the memory of Elena Zournatzi
becoming a turning point in her creative path. In
1999, the family bought a house in the settlement
of Emporio and since then it serves every year as
a set for the photographic shoot for the Grecian
Chic scarves collection. There are two collections
so far: a classical one with themes taken from
Greek mythology, civilization, and folklore, and a
more contemporary one, with the Grecian Chic
Lady traveling around the world (for example
the collection Grecian in London,
Rome, Constantinople, New York
and Paris). The designer uses silk
as it is more receptive to printing
and all the creations are sewn and
printed in England. The collections
include the Grecian Circus,
Grecian Beach, the old men’s
accessory known as Kompoloi
(worry beads), the Grecian Trip
Bus and the Paniyiri (local Greek
festivals).
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WHO IS WHO
Born in Chalkis, Evia.
She studied painting,
ceramics, sculpture and B/W
photography. She is a graduate
of Kingston University
Graphic Design with a MA
in 2D Cartoon Animation
at Central Saint Martins,
London. She has been
collaborating with Hermès,
while in 2009 she was
chosen to design the Acropolis
Museum staff ’s silk scarves.
In 2013 she presented her
own brand “Grecian Chic”
(grecianchic.gr), a recurrent
collection of silk scarves for sale.

Vasilis Kekatos
THE AWARDED STORYTELLER

WHO IS WHO

BOTTOM: EVAN MARAGKOUDAKIS

Vasilis Kekatos was born in
Kefalonia, Greece in 1991.
He received his Bachelor’s
Degree in Film Studies
from the Brunel University
London. His f irst short
f ilm, RETROGRADE
(2015), was selected at
Athens Premiere Nights.
His second short ZERO
STAR HOTEL (2016)
won Sundance Ignite
“What’s Next?”. Vasilis
Kekatos is also the artistic
director of the SeaNema
Open Air Film Festival.
His latest short f ilm, THE
SILENCE OF THE
DYING FISH (2018),
premiered at the Locarno
Festival.

When he is not working on a new project, Vasilis Kekatos has
the pleasure to watch his films screened on the most prestigious
international film festivals celebrating silver screen. After the
remarkable success of his short film “The Silence of the Dying Fish”,
which was presented in competition in Sundance and Locarno, and
received awards at the Drama International Short Film Festival and
the Athens International Film Festival respectively, the director from
Kefalonia seduced also the French Riviera. He recently came back
triumphant from the 72th Cannes Film Festival, where his new short
film “The Distance Between Us and the Sky”, beside the award Queer
Palm which is awarded to the LGBQT+ movies of the competition
won the Palm D’Or – Short Film, thus writing history as the first
Greek who is awarded the specific prize.
How did you decide to get involved with cinema?
As a matter of fact, I have only decided that I didn’t want to get
involved with anything else. When I dropped out of Law School, I
knew that only something relative to art would make me really happy.
I could, perhaps, have dealt with literature, which remains my greatest
love. Since I cherish storytelling, I thought that cinema would be
the ideal means for me to fulfil my purpose – yet, as a “newborn” art,
cinema constitutes a vast uncharted route.
What inspired you to create “The Distance between us and the Sky”?
Travelling by car in the United States, I passed through several states.
Along the way, I saw solitary gas stations standing in the middle of
nowhere, in empty landscapes: that picture generated the idea of the
story inside me.
Nothing poetic ever happens in such places. Therefore, I thought that
if I place in this environment two people who fall in love unexpectedly,
the next time I visit the place; it wouldn’t look so melancholic.
What are your plans for the future as a director?
I would like to be able to make the films I want; either short films or
feature films, to work with people I admire and love, as well as to explore
new landscapes in other countries, in my own country and inside me.
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Marianna
Leivaditaki
THE SOUL CHEF
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WHO IS WHO
Marianna is half Scottish.
She was born in Chania,
where her family ran a
seafood restaurant. She
studied psychology in
England, travelled around
the world, but it was
ultimately cooking and
tradition that won her over.
Today she is the head chef at
Morito in London, and one
of the most influential chefs
in Great Britain.

© ELENAHEATHERWICK

How does it feel like being a woman and a
Greek in such a competitive and stressful
environment like a professional kitchen?
Working in a kitchen is not easy a lot of
the time. However, I am lucky in that it
was my choice and that’s what I decided I
wanted to do after embarking on many other
adventures. And yes, this is an adventure
too. On a daily basis you are challenged and
often pushed to your limits; as a job like
many others it is hard for the body as well
as the mind and there are times when you
wish for something easier but I am sure that
I would not last a minute in a job that was
monotonous and repetitive. I love being a
chef and I love the fact that I feel the urge
to be creative, social and patient every single
day. Being a (half ) Greek woman in a kitchen
in London has been great. Introducing my
inheritance and sharing my gastronomic
childhood memories through my cooking has
been a wonderful experience here in London.
There is a story behind my cooking, there is
always a memory, and what I love the most is
that others want to hear it as well.
You make bougatsa with cheese in Morito,
and it is a sold out. What other dishes with
Cretan influence did you introduce?
It’s funny you chose to mention the bougatsa.
I used to go with my mum to the bougatsa
shop in Chania after we did the shopping for
the restaurant at lunchtime for a quick snack.
The family name of the place is Iordanis and it
has been there forever. The bougatsa is savoury
rather than sweet which is the kind you find
in the rest of Greece. Salty soft fresh cheese
on the inside and tones of caster sugar on
the outside. Greek coffee, and water, the only
beverages available on dispense. The recipe is
a secret of course. I experimented for months
to get close to the thing I ate in that small
traditional shop in a street of the main market
in Chania. People love it and we sell lots of it
and I am happy. I love the fact that our guests
in London are interested in the Cretan dishes
on the menu and usually want to know more
about them; they want the story.
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shortbreak

Stay on track

A VISIT TO ATHENS HAS THE POTENTIAL FOR A LOT OF EXPERIENCES.
TAKE THE ROUTE THAT WILL REVEAL THE MOST OF THEM.

KALLIMARMARO

We start from the
emblematic Panathenaic
Stadium (1895) in one
of the city’s most beautiful
spots, in Mets. It will
inspire and provoke you to
take a beautiful tour of the
Athens past and present.

KYDATHINEON STR.
PLAKA - ENTRY FROM
VYRONOS STR.

Our walk takes on an
added interest, first with the
Monument of Lysicrates (335
BC) and then, on Monis
Asteriou street, with the
Frissiras Museum exhibiting
modern European artists.
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The right side of the street
is dominated by the Church
of Metamorphosis (11th
century), but it’s also a good
place to have a coffee at one
of the scenic cafes there.

MUSEUM OF GREEK
FOLK ART

Continuing your stroll
on Kidathineon street,
you enter into another
era through the museum’s
significant exhibits, musical
instruments, costumes,
weaves, even a hammam.

ZAPPEION

A monument of the
historic heritage of Greek
civilisation, Zappeion
is a place for green and
refreshment, being next to
the National Gardens and
the wonderful Aegli open
air cinema.

DIONYSIOU
AREOPAGITOU STR.

A cobblestoned outdoor
museum unfolds from the
beginning to the end of the
street, with the imposing
Acropolis on the right and its
Museum on the other side.

MONASTIRAKI
AERIDES

Passing through tourist,
traditional shops and
monuments, you reach
Aerides (Tower of the
Winds), the Horologion of
Kyrrhestes. It’s an octagonal
marble building with the
eight winds on its sides.

You’ve reached
Monastiraki, the area with
the old flea market. You can
take a break for some ouzo
spirit, eating a souvlaki
(local street food) while
walking next to the metro
line or even buying some
rare antiques.

THISSIO

Here you end your stroll
or you could start a new
one. Where? Through
cobblestones with a view
of the Acropolis, next to
the scenic Thision open air
cinema and many small,
beautiful shops in one of
Athens’ most picturesque
neighbourhoods.
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